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Abstract

Analysis and design of substation earthing involves computing the equivalent re-

sistance of grounding systems, as well as distribution of potentials on the earth
surface due to fault currents [1,2]. While very crude approximations were available

in the sixties, several methods have been proposed in the last two decades, most
of them on the basis of intuitive ideas such as superposition of punctual current

sources and error averaging [3,4]. Although these techniques represented a signi�-
cant improvement in the area of earthing analysis, a number of problems have been

reported; namely: large computational requirements, unrealistic results when seg-
mentation of conductors is increased, and uncertainty in the margin of error [4].
A Boundary Element approach for the numerical computation of substation

grounding systems is presented in this paper. Several widespread intuitive methods
(such as the Average Potential Method) can be identi�ed in this general formula-

tion as the result of suitable assumptions introduced in the BEM formulation to
reduce computational cost for speci�c choices of the test and trial functions. On

the other hand, this general approach allows the use of linear and parabolic leakage
current elements to increase accuracy. E�orts have been particularly made in get-

ting a drastic reduction in computing time by means of new completely analytical
integration techniques, while semi-iterative methods have proven to be specially ef-

�cient for solving the involved system of linear equations. This BEM formulation
has been implemented in a speci�c Computer Aided Design system for grounding
analysis developed within the last years. The feasibility of this approach is �nally

demonstrated by means of its application to two real problems.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Mathematical Model of the Physical Problem

A safe earthing system has to guarantee the integrity of equipment and the
continuity of the service under fault conditions |providing means to carry and
dissipate electrical currents into the ground| and to safeguard that persons
working or walking in the surroundings of the grounded installation are not
exposed to dangerous electrical shocks. To achieve these goals, the equivalent
electrical resistance of the system must be low enough to assure that fault
currents dissipate mainly through the grounding grid into the earth, while
maximum potential di�erences between close points on the earth surface must
be kept under certain tolerances (step, touch and mesh voltages) [1,2].

Physical phenomena underlying fault currents dissipation into the earth can
be modelled by means of Maxwell's Electromagnetic Theory [5]. Constraining
the analysis to electrokinetic steady-state response [1,6], and neglecting the
inner resistivity of the earthing electrode (a system of interconnected buried
conductors), the 3D problem associated with an electrical current derivation
to earth can be written as

div(��������������) = 0; �������������� = � grad(V ) in E;
V = V� in �; nnnnnnnnnnnnnnE � �������������� = 0 in �E: (1)

where E is the earth,  its conductivity tensor, �E the earth surface, nnnnnnnnnnnnnnE its
normal exterior unit �eld and � the electrode surface [7,8]. The solution to
this problem gives the potential V and the current density �������������� at an arbitrary
point xxxxxxxxxxxxxx when the electrode attains a voltage V� (Ground Potential Rise or
GPR) relative to a distant grounding point assumed to be at the potential of
remote earth.

In these terms, being nnnnnnnnnnnnnn the normal exterior unit �eld to �, the leakage current
density � at an arbitrary point of the earthing electrode surface, the ground
current I� (total surge current being leaked into the earth) and the equivalent
resistance of the earthing system Req (apparent resistance of the electrode-
earth circuit) can be written as

� = ��������������tnnnnnnnnnnnnnn; I� =
Z Z

�

� d�; Req =
V�

I�
: (2)

For most practical purposes, the assumption of homogeneous and isotropic
soil can be considered accurate [2], and the tensor  can be substituted by
a measured apparent scalar conductivity . Otherwise, a multi-layer model
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could be accepted without risking a serious calculation error [2]. Since the
kind of techniques described in this paper can be extended to multi-layer soil
models [9,20] (representing the ground as strati�ed into two or more layers of
appropriate thickness, each one with a di�erent value of ), further discussion
and examples are restricted to uniform soil models. Hence, problem (1) reduces
to the Laplace equation with mixed boundary conditions [5].

On the other hand, if one further assumes that the earth surface is horizontal,
symmetry (method of images) allows us to rewrite (1) in terms of the Dirichlet
Exterior Problem:

�V = 0 in E

V = V� in � and �0 (3)

where the image surface �0 is the symmetric of � with respect to the earth
surface [7,8]. The assumption of horizontal earth surface seems to be quite
adequate, if we consider that surroundings of almost every electrical installa-
tion must be leveled before its construction. Further assumption V� = 1 is not
restrictive at all, since V and �������������� are proportional to V�.

2 Variational Statement of the Problem

In most electrical installations, the earthing electrode consists of a grid of
interconnected bare cylindrical conductors, horizontally buried and supple-
mented by a number of vertical rods, which ratio diameter/length is relatively
small (� 10�3). Obviously, no analytical solutions can be obtained for this kind
of problem. Moreover, this speci�c geometry precludes the use of standard
numerical techniques (such as Finite Di�erences or Finite Elements [11]) since
discretization of domain E is required, and obtaining su�ciently accurate
results should imply unacceptable computing e�orts in memory storage and
cpu time.

However, computation of potential is only required on the earth surface and
the equivalent resistance can be easily obtained (2) in terms of the current
density � that leaks from the electrode surface. Thus, we turn our attention
to a Boundary Integral approach, which would only require discretization of
the earthing grid surface �, and will therefore reduce the three-dimensional
problem to a two-dimensional one.

Application of Green's Identity [12,13] to (1) allows us to obtain the following
expression for the potential V in E, in terms of the unknown leakage current
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density �:

V (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) =
1

4�

Z Z
��������������2�

k(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������)�(��������������) d�; (4)

with the weakly singular kernel

k(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������) =

 
1

r(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������)
+

1

r(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������0)

!
; r(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������) = jxxxxxxxxxxxxxx� ��������������j; (5)

where �0�0�0�0�0�0�0�0�0�0�0�0�0�0 is the symmetric of �������������� with respect to the earth surface [7,8].

Since (4) holds [8] on the earthing electrode surface � and the potential is
known by the boundary condition on the GPR (V (��������������) = 1; �������������� 2 �), the leakage
current density � must satisfy the Fredholm integral equation of the �rst kind
de�ned on �

1 =
1

4�

Z Z
��������������2�

k(��������������; ��������������) �(��������������) d�; �������������� 2 �: (6)

Finally, a weaker variational form [10] of equation (6) can now be written as:

Z Z
��������������2�

w(��������������)

"
1�

1

4�

Z Z
��������������2�

k(��������������; ��������������)�(��������������) d�

#
d� = 0; (7)

which must hold for all members w(��������������) of a suitable class of test fuctions
de�ned on �.

Obviously, a Boundary Element approach seems to be the right choice to solve
variational statement (7).

2.1 Boundary Element Formulation

For a given set of N trial functions fNi(��������������)g de�ned on �, and for a given set of
M 2D boundary elements f��g, the unknown leakage current density � and
the earthing electrode surface � can be discretized in the form

�(��������������) =
NX
i=1

�iNi(��������������); � =
M[
�=1

��; (8)
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and expression (4) can be approximated as

V (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) =
NX
i=1

�i Vi(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx); Vi(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) =
MX
�=1

V �
i (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx); (9)

V �
i (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) =

1

4�

Z Z
��������������2��

k(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������)Ni(��������������) d�
�: (10)

Moreover, for a given set of N test functions fwj(��������������)g de�ned on �, the vari-
ational statement (7) is reduced to the system of linear equations

NX
i=1

Rji�i = �j; j = 1; : : : ;N ; (11)

Rji =
MX
�=1

MX
�=1

R
��
ji ; �j =

MX
�=1

�
�
j ; (12)

R
��

ji =
1

4�

Z Z
��������������2��

wj(��������������)
Z Z

��������������2��
k(��������������; ��������������)Ni(��������������) d�

�d�� (13)

�
�
j =

Z Z
��������������2��

wj(��������������) d�
� : (14)

In practice, the 2D discretization required to solve the above stated equations
in real problems implies an extremely large number of degrees of freedom. In
addition if we take into account that the coe�cients matrix in (11) is full and
the computation of each contribution (13) requires double integration on 2D
domains, we conclude that some additional simpli�cations must be introduced
to overcome the extremely high computational cost of the problem.

3 Approximated 1D Variational Statement

With this scope, and considering the characteristic geometry of grounding
grids in most of real electrical installations, one can assume that the leakage
current density is constant around the cross section of the cylindrical electrode
[7,8]. This hypothesis of circumferential uniformity is widely used in most of
the theoretical developments and practical techniques related in the literature
[1,2,4].

Let L be the whole set of axial lines of the buried conductors, b�������������� the orthogonal
projection over the bar axis of a given generic point �������������� 2 �, �(b��������������) the electrode
diameter, C(b��������������) the circumferential perimeter of the cross section at b��������������, and
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b�(b��������������) the approximated leakage current density at this point (assumed uniform
around the cross section). Thus, expression (4) can be written in the form

bV (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) =
1

4�

Z
b��������������2L

"Z
��������������2C(b��������������) k(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������) dC

# b�(b��������������) dL: (15)

Now, since the leakage current is not exactly uniform around the cross section,
boundary condition V (��������������) = V� = 1; �������������� 2 � will not be strictly satis�ed at
every point �������������� on the electrode surface �, and variational equality (7) will not
hold anymore. However, if we restrict the class of trial functions to those with
circumferential uniformity, that is w(��������������) = bw(b��������������) 8�������������� 2 C(b��������������), (7) results in:

Z
b��������������2L bw(b��������������)

"
��(b��������������)� 1

4�

Z
b��������������2LK(b��������������; b��������������) b�(b��������������) dL# dL = 0 (16)

which must hold for all members bw(b��������������) of a suitable class of test fuctions
de�ned on L, being the integral kernel

K(b��������������; b��������������) = Z
��������������2C(b��������������)

"Z
��������������2C(b��������������) k(��������������; ��������������) dC

#
dC: (17)

In this way, the boundary condition has to be satis�ed on the average at every
cross section. In fact, (16) can be considered as a weaker variational statement
of the Fredholm integral equation of the �rst kind on L

��(b��������������) = 1

4�

Z
b��������������2LK(b��������������; b��������������) b�(b��������������) dL 8b�������������� 2 L: (18)

Since ends and junctions of conductors are not taken into account in this
formulation, slightly anomalous local e�ects are expected at these points, al-
though global results should not be noticeably a�ected in real problems.

3.1 1D Boundary Element Formulation

Resolution of integral equation (16) involves discretization of the domain
formed by the whole set of axial lines of the buried conductors L. Thus, for
given sets of n trial functions fcNi(b��������������)g de�ned on L, and m 1D boundary el-
ements fL�g, the unknown approximated leakage current density b� and the
set of axial lines L can be discretized in the form

b�(b��������������) = nX
i=1

b�i cNi(b��������������); L =
m[
�=1

L�; (19)
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and a discretized version of the approximated potential (15) can be obtained
as

bV (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) =
nX
i=1

b�i bVi(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx); bVi(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) = mX
�=1

bV �
i (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx); (20)

bV �
i (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) =

1

4�

Z
b��������������2L�

"Z
��������������2C(b��������������) k(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������) dC

# cNi(b��������������) dL: (21)

Finally, for a suitable selection of n test functions f bwj(b��������������)g de�ned on L,
equation (16) is reduced to the system of linear equations

nX
i=1

bRjib�i = b�j; j = 1; : : : ; n; (22)

bRji =
mX
�=1

mX
�=1

bR��

ji ; b�j = mX
�=1

c�j�; (23)

bR��
ji =

1

4�

Z
b��������������2L� bwj(b��������������) �Zb��������������2L� K(b��������������; b��������������) cNi(b��������������) dL� dL; (24)

b��j =
Z
b��������������2L� � �(b��������������) bwj(b��������������) dL: (25)

On a regular basis, the computational work required to solve a real problem
is drastically reduced by means of this 1D formulation with respect to the 2D
formulation given in section 2, mainly because the size of the linear equations
system (22) and the number of contributions (24) that is necessary to calculate
are expected to be signi�cantly smaller than those in (11) and (13).

However, extensive computing is still required for integration. Since integrals
on the circumferential perimeter of electrodes are taken separate from integrals
on their axial lines, we look forward to reducing the high computational e�ort
required for circumferential integration in (17) and (21). Obviously, further
simpli�cations are necessary to reduce computing time under acceptable levels
[8].

3.2 Simpli�ed 1D Boundary Element Formulation

The inner integral of kernel k(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������) in (21) can be written as:Z
��������������2C(b��������������) k(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������) dC =

Z
��������������2C(b��������������) 1

r(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������)
dC +

Z
��������������2C(b��������������) 1

r(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������0)
dC: (26)
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Distance r(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������) between any point xxxxxxxxxxxxxx in the domain and an arbitrary point ��������������
at the earthing electrode surface can be expressed as:

r(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������) =

s
jxxxxxxxxxxxxxx� b��������������j2 + �2(b��������������)

4
� jxxxxxxxxxxxxxx� b��������������j�(b��������������) sin! cos � (27)

where � is the angular position in the perimeter of cross section of the cylin-
drical conductor, and

sin! =
j (b�������������� � xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) � bssssssssssssss(b��������������) j

j b�������������� � xxxxxxxxxxxxxx j
(28)

as shown in �gure 1.

The elliptic integral obtained when r(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������) in (27) is substituted into (26) can
be approximated by means of numerical integration up to an arbitrary level
of accuracy. However, since we are interested in computing potential at points
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx on the earth surface, which distance to arbitrary points b�������������� on the axial lines
is much larger that the diameter �(b��������������) of the earthing electrode [8], distance
r(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������) in (27) can be approximated as

r(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������) � br(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; b��������������) =

s
jxxxxxxxxxxxxxx� b��������������j2 + �2(b��������������)

4
: (29)

Then, the inner integral of kernel k(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������) in (26) can be approximated as:

Z
��������������2C(b��������������) k(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; ��������������) dC � � �(b��������������) bk(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; b��������������); (30)

where

bk(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; b��������������) =
0@ 1br(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; b��������������) + 1br(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; b��������������0)

1A : (31)

and b��������������0 is the symmetric of b�������������� with respect to the earth surface. Expression
(30) can be interpreted as the result of applying a Newton-Cotes cuadrature
with one single point to (26). This approximation will be quite accurate unless
distance between points xxxxxxxxxxxxxx and b�������������� is of the same order of magnitude as diameter
�(b��������������), which will not occur if this approximation is used to compute potential
values on the earth surface.
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Fig. 1. Distance between a given point xxxxxxxxxxxxxx and an arbitrary point �������������� at the electrode

surface.

Substituting (30) into (17), we can approximate:

K(b��������������; b��������������) � Z
��������������2C(b��������������) � �(b��������������) bk(��������������; b��������������) dC: (32)

Next, bearing in mind once again the approximations used in (29), integral
kernel (17) can now be simpli�ed as:

K(b��������������; b��������������) � � �(b��������������)� �(b��������������) bbk(b��������������; b��������������); (33)

being

bbk(b��������������; b��������������) =

0@ 1bbr(b��������������; b��������������) + 1bbr(b��������������; b��������������0)
1A ; (34)

and

bbr(b��������������; b��������������) =

s
jb��������������� b��������������j2 +

�2(b��������������) + �2(b��������������)
4

; (35)

where inclusion of both diameters �(b��������������) and �(b��������������) authomatically preserves
the symmetry in the system of equations (22) although the conductor cross
sections were di�erent at points b�������������� and b��������������.
Now, di�erent selections of the sets of trial and test functions in (24) and (25)
allow us to obtain speci�c formulations. Thus, for constant leakage current
elements (one centered node per segment of conductor), Point Collocation (Di-
rac deltas as trial functions) leads to the very early intuitive methods, based
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on the idea that each segment of conductor is substituted for an \imaginary
sphere". On the other hand, Galerkin type weighting (where test functions are
identical to trial functions) leads to a kind of more recent methods (such as
the \Average Potential Method, APM") [3], which were developed on the basic
idea that each segment of conductor is substituted for a \line of point sources
over the length of the conductor" [6] (constant leakage current elements).
In these methods, coe�cients (24) are usually referred as \mutual and self
resistances" between \segments of conductor" [4].

The problems encountered with the application of these methods can now be
explained from a mathematically rigorous point of view [4,6]. With the aim
of studying the e�ect of simpli�cations (30) and (33), several numerical tests
have been performed for a single bar in an in�nite domain test problem [14].
This problem has been solved by means of 1) the simpli�ed 1D boundary ele-
ment formulation presented in this paper, 2) a 2D boundary element standard
formulation for axisymmetrical potential problems (where no approximations
are made in the integral equation kernel and circumferential integrals), and
3) a 2D Finite Element Method speci�c code for axisymmetrical potential
problems.

The simpli�ed 1D formulation results agree signi�cantly with those obtained
by the other two methods. However, as discretization level increases, oscil-
lations around the real solution only occur in the 1D approach. Since the
circumferential uniformity hypothesis is strictly satis�ed in this case [14], and
oscillations do not occur in the 2D boundary element standard formulation,
the origin of these problems must be sought for in the simpli�cations intro-
duced in the 1D approach.

The fact is that approximation (30) is not valid for short distances. Hence,
when discretization is increased, and the conductor diameter becomes com-
parable to the size of the elements, approximation (33) introduces signi�cant
errors in the contributions (24) to the coe�cients of the linear system (22)
that correspond to adjacent nodes and specially in the diagonal terms.

From another point of view, since approximation error increases as discretiza-
tion does, numerical results for dense discretizations do not trend to the so-
lution of the integral equation (6) with kernel (5), but to the solution of a
di�erent ill-conditioned integral equation (18) with kernel (33) [7,8].

This explains why unrealistic results are obtained when discretization increases
[4], and convergence is precluded [7]. However, in the analysis of real grounding
systems, results obtained for low and medium levels of discretization have been
proved to be su�ciently accurate for practical purposes [8,14].

Further discussion and examples are restricted to Galerkin type weighting,
where the matrix of coe�cients of linear system (22) is symmetric and positive
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de�nite [15]. Now, if diameter of conductors is assumed constant within each
element, �nal expressions for computing potential coe�cients (21) and linear
system coe�cients (24) can be written as

bV �
i (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) �

��

4

Z
b��������������2L� bk(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; b��������������) cNi(b��������������) dL (36)

bR��

ji �
�����

4

Z
b��������������2L� cNj(b��������������)

�Z
b��������������2L�

bbk(b��������������; b��������������) cNi(b��������������)dL
�
dL (37)

where �� and �� represent the constant diameter within elements L� and L�.
Obviously, contributions (37) lead to a symmetric matrix in (23).

Nevertheless, computation of the remaining integrals in (36) and (37) is not ob-
vious. Gauss quadratures can not be used due to the undesirable behaviour of
the integrands. Although very costly, a compound adaptative Simpson quadra-
ture (with Richardson extrapolation error estimates) seems to be the best nu-
merical choice [6]. Therefore, we turn our attention to analytical integration
techniques.

Explicit formulae have been derived to compute (36) in the case of constant
(1 functional node), linear (2 functional nodes) and parabolic (three func-
tional nodes) leakage current elements [7]. Explicit expressions have also been
recently derived for contributions (37). For the most simple cases these for-
mulae reduce to those proposed in the literature (i.e. constant leakage current
elements in APM [3]). Derivation of these formulae requires a large and not
obvious, but systematic, analytical work, which is too cumbersome to be made
completely explicit in this paper. In section 4, a summary of the whole devel-
opment is presented.

3.3 Overall E�ciency of the 1D BEM Approach

With regard to overall computational cost, for a given discretization (m ele-
ments of p nodes each, and a total number of n degrees of freedom) a linear
system (22) of order n must be generated and solved. Since the matrix is
symmetric, but not sparse, resolution by means of a direct method requires
O(n3=3) operations. Matrix generation requires O(m2p2=2) operations (each
one corresponding to a double integral), since p2 contributions of type (37)
have to be computed for every pair of elements, and approximately half of
them are discarded because its symmetry.

Hence, most of computing e�orts are devoted to matrix generation in sma-
ll/medium problems, while linear system resolution prevails in medium/large
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ones. In these cases, the use of direct methods for the linear system resolution is
out of range. Therefore iterative or semiiterative techniques will be preferable.
The best results have been obtained by a diagonal preconditioned conjugate
gradient algorithm with assembly of the global matrix [18], which has been
implemented in a computer aided design system for grounding grids developed
by the authors [19]. This technique has turned out to be extremely e�cient for
solving large scale problems, with a very low computational cost in comparison
with the matrix generation e�ort.

At present, the size of the largest problem that can be solved with a con-
ventional personal computer is limited by memory storage, required to record
and handle the coe�cients matrix. Thus, for a problem with 2000 degrees of
freedom, at least 16 Mb would be needed, while computing time for matrix
generation and system resolution would be acceptable (but noticeable) and
in the same order of magnitude (about half an hour on what is considered a
medium performance Workstation or high performance PC in 1996).

On the other hand, once the leakage current has been obtained, the cost
of computing the equivalent resistance (2) is negligible. The additional cost
of computing potential at any given point (normally on the earth surface)
by means of (20) and (36) requires only O(mp) operations. However, if it
is necessary to compute potentials at a large number of points (i.e. to draw
contours), computing time may also be important.

Selection of the type of leakage current density element is another important
point in the resolution of a speci�c problem. Clearly, for a given discretiza-
tion, constant density elements will provide less accurate results than linear or
parabolic ones although with a low computational e�ort. Obviously, in com-
parison with the results obtained with a very crude grid of constant density
elements, accuracy could be increased either rising the number of elements in
the discretization, or using higher order elements (linear or parabolic) [14].
We must take into account that the obtention of asymptotical solutions by
increasing the discretization level inde�nitely is precluded, because approxi-
mations (30) and (33) are not valid if the size of elements becomes comparable
to the electrode diameter as it was stated before. Thus, for a given problem it
will be essential to consider the relative advantages and disadvantages of in-
creasing the number of elements (h method, in the usual terminology of Finite
Elements) or using higher order elements [8] (p method), in order to de�ne an
adecquate mesh.
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4 Analytical Integration of Coe�cients

We present in this section the whole development of explicit formulae to com-
pute analytically coe�cients bV �

i (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) in (36) and contributions bR��

ji in (37),
which respectively correspond to the i-th trial function contribution to po-
tential generated by element � at an arbitrary point xxxxxxxxxxxxxx, and the i-th trial
function contribution to potential generated by the element � over the surface
of element �, weighted by the j-th test function.

In the further development, elements can be rectilinear segments (de�ned by
their mid-point, length and axial unit vector), with an arbitrarily large number
of functional nodes. However, in this paper we will only present the whole
development for constant (1 functional node), linear (2 functional nodes) and
parabolic (3 functional nodes) leakage current density elements.

4.1 Computation of Potential Coe�cients bV �
i (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx)

Any given point b�������������� 2 L� can be expressed in terms of the mid-point b���������������
0
, the

length L� and the axial unit vector bssssssssssssss�, for a value of the scalar parameter �
varying within the range �1 to 1 (domain of isoparametric 1D shape functions)
[16], in the standard form

b��������������(�) = b���������������
0
+ �

L
�

2
bssssssssssssss�: (38)

Thus, (36) can be rewritten as the line integral

bV �
i (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) =

��L
�

8

Z �=1

�=�1

bk(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; b��������������(�)) cNi(b��������������(�)) d�: (39)

Then, it is possible to express the integral kernel bk(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; b��������������(�)) as a direct function
of �, since distance br(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; b��������������(�)) results in

br(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; b��������������(�)) = L
�

2

q
(bp�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx))2 + (bq�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx)� �)2; (40)

where

(bp�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx))2 =

 
p�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx)

L
�=2

!
2

+

 
��

L
�

!
2

; bq�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) = q�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx)

L
�=2

; (41)
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and being p�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) the distance between the point xxxxxxxxxxxxxx and its orthogonal projection
over the axial line of the electrode, and q�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) the relative position between

the previously mentioned orthogonal projection and the mid-point b���������������
0
,

p�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) =
���xxxxxxxxxxxxxx� b���������������

0
� q�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) bssssssssssssss���� ; q�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) =

�
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx� b���������������

0

�
� bssssssssssssss� (42)

Analogous expressions in terms of the corresponding geometrical parametersbp�0(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) and bq�0(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) can be easily obtained for the image distance br(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx; b��������������0(�)) in
(31),

(bp�0(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx))2 =

 
p�0(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx)

L
�=2

!
2

+

 
��

L
�

!
2

; bq�0(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) =
q�0(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx)

L
�=2

; (43)

where

p�0(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) =
���xxxxxxxxxxxxxx� b���������������

0

0

� q�0(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) bssssssssssssss�0

��� ; q�0(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) =
�
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx� b���������������

0

0

�
� bssssssssssssss�0; (44)

being b���������������
0

0 the mid-point and bssssssssssssss�0 the axial unit vector of the image of L�.

On the other hand, any constant, linear or parabolic shape function cNi(b��������������(�))
in (39) can be approximated |by means of their Taylor series expansion up
to the second order term| as a parabolic function in the variable �

fNi(b��������������(�)) = bn0i + bn1i � + bn2i �2 (45)

which coe�cients (bn0i; bn1i; bn2i) depend on the nodal positions.

Finally, if we substitute (40) in (31) and (45) in (39) it is possible to inte-
grate explicitly the potential coe�cient bV �

i (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx). Thus, after a relatively large
analytical development, (39) can be expressed as

bV �
i (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) =

��

4

h
�(bp�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx); bq�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx)) + �(bp�0(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx); bq�0(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx))

i
(46)

where function �(�; �) depends only on geometrical parameters bp�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx); bq�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx)
and known coe�cients of the shape functions [8]. Explicit expressions for
�(bp�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx); bq�(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx)) are given in appendix 1.

4.2 Computation of System Coe�cients bR��
ji

Any given point b�������������� 2 L� can be expressed in terms of the mid-point b���������������

0
, the

length L� and the axial unit vector bssssssssssssss�, for a value of scalar parameter � varying

14



within the range �1 to 1 (domain of isoparametric 1D shape functions) [16],
in the form

b��������������(�) = b���������������

0
+ �

L
�

2
bssssssssssssss�: (47)

Thus, taking into account the development achieved in (39), expression (37)
can be rewritten in terms of two line integrals,

bR��
ji =

�����
L
�
L
�

16

( �=1Z
�=�1

cNj(b��������������(�))
264 �=1Z
�=�1

bbk(b��������������(�); b��������������(�))cNi(b��������������(�)) d�
375 d�)

(48)

It may be seen that the line integral on � in (48) is similar to the line integral
in (39), although in (48) the integral kernel is given by (34). Then, (48) can
be expressed, by means of (46), as

bR��
ji =

�����
L
�

8

( cR��

ji (
b���������������
0
; bssssssssssssss�;L�; b���������������

0
; bssssssssssssss�;L�)

+cR��

ji (
b���������������
0

0; bssssssssssssss�0;L�; b���������������
0 ; bssssssssssssss�;L�)

)
; (49)

being

cR��

ji (
b���������������
0
; bssssssssssssss�;L�; b���������������

0
; bssssssssssssss�;L�) =

�=1Z
�=�1

cNj(b��������������(�)) [ �(br�(b��������������(�)); bq�(b��������������(�))) ] d�;
(50)

and

(br�(b��������������(�)))2 =  
p�(b��������������(�))
L
�=2

!
2

+

 
��

L
�

!
2

+

 
��

L
�

!
2

;

bq�(b��������������(�)) = q�(b��������������(�))
L
�=2

; (51)

where functions p�(�) and q�(�) are given by (42). Analogous expressions for
the image term in (49)

15



cR��

ji (
b���������������0 0; bssssssssssssss�0;L�; b���������������

0 ; bssssssssssssss�;L�)

�=1Z
�=�1

cNj(b��������������(�)) h�(br�0(b��������������(�)); bq�0(b��������������(�))) i d�;
(52)

can be easily obtained in terms of the corresponding geometrical parametersbr�0(b��������������(�)) and bq�0(b��������������(�)),
�br�0(b��������������(�))�2 =  

p�0(b��������������(�))
L
�=2

!2

+

 
��

L
�

!2

+

 
��

L
�

!2

;

bq�0(b��������������(�)) = q�0(b��������������(�))
L
�=2

; (53)

where fucntions p�0(�) and q�0(�) are given by (44).

On the other hand, any constant, linear or parabolic shape function cNj(b��������������(�))
in (50) and (52) can be approximated |by means of their Taylor series ex-
pansion up to the second order term| as a parabolic function in the variable
�

fNj(b��������������(�)) = bn0j + bn1j �+ bn2j �2 (54)

which coe�cients (bn0j; bn1j; bn2j) depend on the nodal positions.

Now, if we substitute (51) and (54) in (50), we obtain a line integral in the vari-

able � for the term cR��

ji (
b���������������0 ; bssssssssssssss�;L�; b���������������0 ; bssssssssssssss�;L�), which is possible to integrate

explicitly.

This explicit integration requires previously a geometrical analysis of the two
rectilinear segments |� and �| in the space. This study allows to express
terms br�(b��������������(�)) and bq�(b��������������(�)) in (50) as functions of the variable � and a set of
geometrical parameters depending on the relative position between segments
[8].

If we �nally substitute expressions obtained for br�(b��������������(�)) and bq�(b��������������(�)) and
the shape function cNj(b��������������(�)), (50) can be rewritten |after suitable arrange-
ments| as:

cR��

ji (
b���������������0 ; bssssssssssssss�;L�; b���������������0 ; bssssssssssssss�;L�) =

u=2X
u=0

w=4X
w=0

K
(u)
w '(u)

w ; (55)

where coe�cients K(u)
w can be directly computed from the j-th shape function,

the geometrical parameters of electrodes and the i-th shape function [8]. On
the other hand, all line integrals in the variable � can be incorporated in
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coe�cients '(u)
w

in (55). Speci�c expressions for these terms can be found in
appendix 2.

Obviously, analogous coe�cients for the image term (52) can be easily ob-
tained from the analysis of parameters br�0(b��������������(�)) and bq�0(b��������������(�)).

The obtention of explicit formulae to evaluate expressions '(u)
w

is not obvious,
and requires quite a lot of analytical work. Since these coe�cients also depend
on the geometrical parameters of electrodes, we must analyze an important
number of di�erent type of integrals due to the extense casuistry [8].

At the beginning of this research [17], analytical expressions were derived only
for the simplest spatial arrangements of electrodes (perpendicular and parallel
bars). At present the whole development has been completed, and analytical
expressions have been obtained to compute all coe�cients '(u)

w
.

We remark that these analytical formulae have been obtained taking into ac-
count their latter implementation in a computer code. Special attention has
been devoted to obtain recurrent forms, using the minimum number of op-
erations involving trascendental functions. Anyway, the �nal implementation
in a computer code must be done with care, in order to avoid numerical ill-
conditioning due to round-o� errors.

A summary of these expressions is given in appendix 2. The complete deriva-
tion (which is too cumbersome to be made explicit in this paper) can be found
in previous literature [8].

5 Application to Real Cases

The �rst example that we present is the E. R. Barber�a substation grounding
operated by the power company Fecsa, close to the city of Barcelona in Spain.
The earthing system of this substation is a grid of 408 cylindrical conductors
with constant diameter (12.85 mm) buried to a depth of 80 cm, being the
total surface protected up to 6500 m2. The total area studied is a rectangle
of 135 m by 210 m, which implies a surface up to 28000 m2. The Ground
Potential Rise considered in this study is 10 kV (due to the linear relation
between the Ground Potential Rise V� and the Total Surge Current I�, we
can consider one as given and the other as unknown or viceversa). The plan of
the grounding grid and its characteristics are presented in �gure 2 and table
1.

The numerical model used in the resolution of this problem is based on a
Galerkin type weighting. Each bar is discretized in one single linear leakage

17



Table 1

E. R. Barber�a Substation: Characteristics.

E. R. BARBER�A GROUNDING SYSTEM

Max. Grid Dimensions: 145 m� 90 m

Grid Depth: 0.80 m

Number of Grid Electrodes: 408

Electrode Diameter: 12.85 mm

Ground Potential Rise: 10 kV

Earth Resistivity: 60 
m

Table 2

E.R. Barber�a Substation: Numerical Model and BEM Results.

E. R. BARBER�A GROUNDING SYSTEM:

1D BEM MODEL & RESULTS

Type of Element: Linear

Number of Elements: 408

Degrees of Freedom: 238

Fault Current: 31.8 kA

Equivalent Resistance: 0.315 


CPU Time: 450 s

Computer: PC486/16Mb/66MHz

current density element, which implies a total of 238 degrees of freedom 1 .

In this example, it can be shown that using linear elements reduces signif-
icantly the total number of degrees of freedom. Then, for a higher compu-
tational cost in matrix generation, and a lower computational cost in linear
solving, higher precision results are obtained for a similar overall computing
e�ort.

Results are given in table 2. Figure 2 shows the potential distribution on
ground surface when a fault condition occurs, and potential pro�les along
di�erent lines are represented in �gure 3.

Numerical resolution of this model of the grounding grid has only required
seven and a half minutes of CPU time in a conventional personal computer
(i.e. PC486/16Mb to 66MHz).

1 It is interesting to notice that using one single constant leakage current density

element per electrode, the number of degrees of freedom in this example would be

408.
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Fig. 2. E. R. Barber�a Grounding Grid: Plan and Potential Distribution on Ground

Surface (potential contours plotted every 0.2 kV, and thick contours every 1 kV).

The second example that we present is the Balaidos II substation grounding
operated by the power company Uni�on Fenosa, close to the city of Vigo in
Spain. The earthing system of this substation is a grid of 107 cylindrical con-
ductors (diameter: 11.28 mm) buried to a depth of 80 cm, supplemented with
67 vertical rods (each one has a length of 2.5 m and a diameter of 14.0 mm).
The total surface protected up to 4800 m2. The total area studied is a rect-
angle of 121 m by 108 m, which implies a surface up to 13000 m2. As in the
previous case, the Ground Potential Rise considered in this study has been
10 kV. The plan of the grounding grid and its characteristics are presented in
�gure 4 and table 3.

The numerical model used in the resolution of this problem is also based on a
Galerkin type weighting. Each bar is now discretized in one single parabolic
leakage current density element, which implies a total of 315 degrees of free-
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Fig. 3. E.R. Barbera Grounding Grid: Potential pro�les along di�erent lines.

dom 2 .

Results are given in table 4. Figure 4 shows the potential distribution on
ground surface when a fault condition occurs.

Numerical resolution of this model has only required ten minutes of CPU time
in a conventional personal computer (i.e. PC486/16Mb to 66MHz).

It can be shown in this example that using parabolic elements increases the
total number of degrees of freedom. Obviously, computational cost devoted to
matrix generation and linear solving is also increased, but the overall com-

2 In this case, the use of one single constant density element per electrode would

imply a total of 174 degrees of freedom, while the use of one single linear element

would imply 141 degrees of freedom.
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Table 3
Balaidos II Substation: Characteristics.

BALAIDOS II GROUNDING SYSTEM

Max. Grid Dimensions: 60 m� 80 m

Grid Depth: 0.80 m

Number of Grid Electrodes: 107

Number of Vertical Rods: 67

Electrode Diameter: 11.28 mm

Vertical Rod Diameter: 14.00 mm

Ground Potential Rise: 10 kV

Earth Resistivity: 60 
m

1 Unit = 10 m

9.0

8.0
7.0

6.0

5.0

4.0

Fig. 4. Balaidos II Grounding Grid: Plan (vertical rods marked with black points)

and Potential Distribution on Ground Surface (potential contours plotted every
0.2 kV, and thick contours every 1 kV).

puting e�ort is acceptable (of the same order of magnitude) while precision is
much higher.

Both examples have been repeatedly solved increasing the segmentation of the
electrodes. At the scale of the whole grid, results and potential distributions
on the earth surface were not noticeably improved by increasing segmenta-
tion. We conclude, as a general rule, that a reasonable (moderate) level of
segmentation is su�cient for practical purposes. Increasing the number of el-
ements beyond this point will not be necessary unless high accuracy local
results must be obtained for a limited part of the whole earthing system. And
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Table 4

Balaidos II Substation: Numerical Model and BEM Results.

BALAIDOS II GROUNDING SYSTEM:

1D BEM MODEL & RESULTS

Type of Element: Parabolic

Number of Elements: 174

Degrees of Freedom: 315

Fault Current: 25 kA

Equivalent Resistance: 0.4 


CPU Time: 600 s

Computer: PC486/16Mb/66MHz

�nally, the use of higher order elements will be more advantageous (in general)
than increasing segmentation intensively, since accuracy will be higher for a
remarkably smaller total number of degrees of freedom [8].

6 Conclusions

A Boundary Element approach for the analysis of substation earthing systems
has been presented. For 3D problems, some reasonable assumptions allow us
to reduce a general 2D BEM formulation to an approximated less expensive
1D version. By means of new advanced integration techniques, it is possible
to compute analytically all the coe�cients of the numerical model, and reduce
computing requirements in memory storage and CPU time under acceptable
levels.

Several widespread intuitive methods can be identi�ed as the result of speci�c
choices for the test and trial functions and suitable assumptions introduced
in the BEM formulation to reduce computational cost. Problems encountered
with the application of these methods can now be �nally explained from a
mathematically rigorous point of view, while more e�cient and accurate for-
mulations can be derived.

Nowadays, all these techniques derived by the authors have allowed to de-
velop a Computer Aided Design system (TOTBEM) [19] for earthing grids of
electrical substations. With this system, it is possible to analyze accurately
grounding grids of medium/big sizes, nearly in real time and using a low cost
and widely available conventional computer. Obviously, the study of a larger
installation should require a higher computing e�ort, and probably a more
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powerful computer, although the rise of the computational cost should be
acceptable.
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Appendix 1. The analytical expression for function �(a; b) in (46) can be
expressed as [8]

�(a; b) = V(0) '(0) + V(1) '(1) + V(2) '(2); (56)

where coe�cients (V(0);V(1);V(2)) depend on geometrical parameters of the
electrode and known values of the shape function:

V
(0) = bn0i + bn1i b+ bn2i

�
b2 � a2=2

�
; V

(1) = bn1i + 2 b bn2i; V
(2) = bn2i=2;

(57)

and functions '(0); '(1); '(2) are

'(0) = ArgSh

 
1� b

a

!
+ ArgSh

 
1 + b

a

!
(58)

'(1) =
q
(1� b)2 + a2 �

q
(1 + b)2 + a2 (59)

'(2) = (1 � b)
q
(1� b)2 + a2 + (1 + b)

q
(1 + b)2 + a2 (60)

Appendix 2. Derivation of analytical expressions for computing coe�cients
in (55) requires a previous geometrical analysis of the relative position of two
arbitrary elements � and � in the 3D space, so that all the variables involved

in cR��

ji (
b���������������0 ; bssssssssssssss�;L�; b���������������

0 ; bssssssssssssss�;L�) can be expressed in terms of parameters that
depend on the relative position between them. Thus, since we are considering
elements formed by rectilinear segments, we can take a coordinates system
which origin is the mid-point of � and the y-axis is placed on this segment.
In this coordinates system, element � can now be de�ned by a new mid-pointe���������������

0 � (e��

0x; e��

0y; e��

0z) and a new axial unit vector essssssssssssss� � (es�x; es�y ; es�z ).
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In the further development, we introduce a set of parameters which contain
the geometrical information between the two segments in terms of e���������������0 , essssssssssssss� and
lengths L� and L�. These quantities are

� =
L
�

L
� ; A =

 e�0y

L
�=2

!
; B = es�y (61)

C
2 =

 e�0x

L
�=2

!2

+

 e�0z

L
�=2

!2

+

0@
q
(��=2)2 + (��=2)2

L
�=2

1A2

(62)

D =

 e�0x

L
�=2

! es�x +
 e�0z

L
�=2

! es�z ; E
2 = (es�x)2 + (es�z )2 (63)

Now, coe�cients K(u)
w in (55) can be computed, in terms of �, A, B, C, D, E

and known values of shape functions, as0BBBBBBBBBBB@

K
(0)
0

K
(0)
1

K
(0)
2

K
(0)
3

K
(0)
4

1CCCCCCCCCCCA
=

0BBBBBBBBBB@

bn0j 0 0bn1j bn0j 0bn2j bn1j bn0j
0 bn2j bn1j
0 0 bn2j

1CCCCCCCCCCA

0BBBBB@
1 �A �2(A2

� C
2=2)

0 �B �2(2AB �D)
0 0 �2(B2

� E
2=2)

1CCCCCA

0BBBBB@
bn0ibn1ibn2i

1CCCCCA (64)

0BBBBBBBBBBB@

K
(1)
0

K
(1)
1

K
(1)
2

K
(1)
3

K
(1)
4

1CCCCCCCCCCCA
=

0BBBBBBBBBB@

bn0j 0bn1j bn0jbn2j bn1j
0 bn2j
0 0

1CCCCCCCCCCA

0BBB@ 1 2�A
0 2�B

1CCCA
0BBB@ bn1ibn2i

1CCCA ;

0BBBBBBBBBBB@

K
(2)
0

K
(2)
1

K
(2)
2

K
(2)
3

K
(2)
4

1CCCCCCCCCCCA
=

0BBBBBBBBBB@

bn0jbn1jbn2j
0
0

1CCCCCCCCCCA
1

2
bn2i

(65)

On the other hand, computation of integral coe�cients '(u)
w in (55) can be

summarized in the following expressions:

'(0)
w = '(0)A

w � '(0)B
w (66)

'(1)
w = '(1)A

w � '(1)B
w (67)

'(2)
w = '(1)A

w + '(1)B
w � �A'(1)

w � �B'
(1)
w+1 (68)
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being '(1)A
w and '(1)B

w

'(0)A
w = Ifwg[a; b; c; d]

'(1)A
w = �J fwg[a; b; c; d]

�
with

8>>><
>>>:

a =
�
1
�
�A

�
b = �B

c2 = C2 + a2

d = D � aB

(69)

'(0)B
w = Ifwg[a; b; c; d]

'(1)B
w = �J fwg[a; b; c; d]

�
with

8>>><
>>>:

a = �
�
1
�
+A

�
b = �B

c2 = C2 + a2

d = D � aB

(70)

Ifmg[a; b; c; d] and J fmg[a; b; c; d] are integrals that can be computed analyt-
ically [8] for di�erent orders 0 � m � 4. Resultant formulae will also depend
on parameters [a, b, c, d], which contain the information about the geometry
of the two elements and their relative position. The complete development
of these expressions and some discussions about their use can be found in a
previous work [8].

Next, these analytical formulae are presented. In them, we have used geomet-
rical parameters [a; b; c; d] and the following relationships:

R2 = c2 � d2; f = a� bd; !2 = (c2 � a2)(1� b2)� (d � ab)2

�2 = R2b2 + f2; r =
q
(d+ 1)2 +R2; s =

q
(d� 1)2 +R2 (71)

Ifng =
j=nX
j=0

�
n

j

�
(�d)j I1fn� jg (72)

I1fng =
(d+ 1)n+1

n+ 1
ln (b(d + 1) + r)�

(d � 1)n+1

n+ 1
ln (b(d� 1) + s)

�
b

n+ 1
K3fn+ 1g; if b2 = 1 (73)

I1fng =
(d+ 1)n+1

n+ 1
ln (a+ b+ r)�

(d� 1)n+1

n+ 1
ln (a� b+ s)

+
bf

n+ 1
K1fn+ 1g �

1 � b2

n+ 1
K1fn+ 2g

�
bR2

n+ 1
K2fn+ 1g+

f

n+ 1
K2fn+ 2g (74)
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J fng =
j=nX
j=0

�
n

j

�
(�d)j J 1fn� jg (75)

J 1fng = K3fn+ 2g + R2K3fng (76)

K1fng =
1

1 � b2

"
(d+ 1)n�1 � (d� 1)n�1

n� 1

+2bf K1fn� 1g � (R2 � f2)K1fn� 2g

#
(77)

K1f1g =
1

2(1 � b2)

"
ln

 
r2 � (a+ b)2

s2 � (a� b)2

!
+ 2bf K1f0g

#
(78)

K1f0g =
1

!
arctan

2!

c2 � a2
(79)

K3fng =
(d + 1)n�1

n
r �

(d � 1)n�1

n
s�

(n� 1)R2

n
K3fn� 2g (80)

K3f1g = r � s (81)

K3f0g = ArgSh

 
d+ 1

R

!
�ArgSh

 
d� 1

R

!
(82)

K2fng =
1

1 � b2

"
K3fn� 2g+ 2fbK2fn� 1g � (R2 � f2)K2fn� 2g

#
(83)

K2f1g =
1

s
�

1

r
; if b = f = 0 (84)

K2f0g =
1

R2

"
d + 1

r
�

d � 1

s

#
; if b = f = 0 (85)

K2f1g =
f

�2

"
ArgTh

 
a� b

s

!
�ArgTh

 
a+ b

r

!#

+
R2b

!�2

"
arctan

! (a� b+ bs)

!2 + (d� 1� ab+ b2) (d � 1 + s)

� arctan
! (a+ b+ br)

!2 + (d+ 1 � ab� b2) (d+ 1 + r)

#
(86)

K2f0g =
b

�2

"
ArgTh

 
a+ b

r

!
�ArgTh

 
a� b

s

!#
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+
f

!�2

"
arctan

! (a� b+ bs)

!2 + (d� 1� ab+ b2) (d � 1 + s)

� arctan
! (a+ b+ br)

!2 + (d+ 1 � ab� b2) (d+ 1 + r)

#
(87)
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